PARTNER PACKAGES

Tier 1: $30,000
Benefits Include:
- Certification costs for 20 individuals; certification costs are: exam fee, one retest fee and maintenance fee for the two-year agreement period*
- Training license; the training license allows partners to hold NGICP trainings to train additional individuals (cost for exam and maintenance fee for additional individuals is not included)
- Training for NGICP trainers (up to two trainers)
- Marketing benefits:
  - Partner logos are included on all NGICP marketing materials
  - Partner logos listed on NGICP website.
  - Access to editable marketing kits to more easily promote NGICP trainings, events and milestones.

Tier 2: $40,000
Benefits Include:
- Certification costs for 50 individuals; certification costs are: exam fee, one retest fee and maintenance fee for the two-year agreement period*
- Training license; the training license allows partners to hold NGICP trainings to train additional individuals (cost for exam and maintenance fee for additional individuals is not included)
- Training for NGICP trainers (up to two trainers)
- Marketing benefits:
  - Partner logos are included on all NGICP marketing materials
  - Partner logos listed on NGICP website.
  - Access to editable marketing kits to more easily promote NGICP trainings, events and milestones.

Tier 3: $60,000
Benefits Include:
- Certification costs for 80 individuals; certification costs are: exam fee, one retest fee and maintenance fee for the two-year agreement period*
- Training license; the training license allows partners to hold NGICP trainings to train additional individuals (cost for exam and maintenance fee for additional individuals is not included)
- Training for NGICP trainers (up to two trainers)
- Marketing benefits:
  - Partner logos are included on all NGICP marketing materials
  - Partner logos listed on NGICP website.
  - Access to editable marketing kits to more easily promote NGICP trainings, events and milestones.

* Recertification fee due at the end of year two is not covered
Prices effective January 1, 2019
CERTIFICATION PACKAGE

Tier 1: $30,000
Benefits include: Certification costs for 20 individuals; certification costs are: exam fee, one retest fee and maintenance fee for the two-year agreement period*

Tier 2: $40,000
Benefits include: Certification costs for 50 individuals; certification costs are: exam fee, one retest fee and maintenance fee for the two-year agreement period*

Tier 3: $60,000
Benefits include: Certification costs for 80 individuals; certification costs are: exam fee, one retest fee and maintenance fee for the two-year agreement period*

* Recertification fee due at the end of year two is not covered

TRAINING PACKAGE

$9,000
Benefits Include:
- Training license; the training license allows partners to hold NGICP trainings to train additional individuals (cost for exam and maintenance fee for individuals is not included)
- Training for NGICP trainers (up to two trainers)

STATED FEE COVERS COST OF TWO-YEAR COMMITMENT PERIOD FOR ALL PACKAGES

January 2018